
INCOPORATING STIMULUS FADING IN YOUR ABA 

PROGRAMME. 

Behaviours are evoked by stimuli within the environ-

ment; it could be a tangible item, a person or interac-

tion or something within the body (pain or hunger, for 

example). Stimuli that always evoke a behaviour under 

certain circumstances are considered to have stimulus 

control. For example, imagine you are driving and you 

see red brake lights on the car ahead. You will then ap-

ply your brakes too, and this demonstrates stimulus 

control; seeing red brake lights on a car ahead will 

evoke braking behaviour. It is very rare that you will not 

respond to that stimulus! All behaviours can come un-

der stimulus control of different stimuli, and in Applied 

Behaviour Analysis (ABA) we attempt to transfer con-

trol from one stimulus to another (one that is more nat-

ural, which is not already evoking the behaviour).  

Cooper, Heron & Heward (2007, page 405) describe this 

as” stimulus fading involves highlighting a physical di-

mension (e.g., colour, size, position) of a stimulus to 

increase the likelihood of a correct response”.   

Stimulus Fading can be used to teach a variety of skills 

and increase compliance. This procedure was adopted 

by Schlichenmeyer et al (2015) who included a stimulus 

fading procedure to teach Alterative behaviours to SIB 

and aggression in two participants. The participants 

were taught to request an activity, and when low levels 

of challenging behaviours were observed they included 

an instruction following the mand, which was to put a 

paper in the bin. Across 3 stages, the distance to the 

bin was increased. The participants followed the in-

structions and low levels of the challenging behaviours 

remained. A sudden increase in challenging behaviours 

was observed in one participant when the researchers 

went from stage one to stage four without fading, 

which shows the importance of using this procedure to 

improve compliance and reduce challenging behav-

iours.   

Another popular procedure within the field is Behav-

ioural Momentum. This procedure involves presenting 

a variety of high probability requests (HPR; something 

the learner will do), before the low probability request 

(LPR; something the learner won’t do). Ducharme & 

Worling (1994) investigated implementing this proce-

dure at home with two children, and then used stimu-

lus fading to reduce the number of HPR and include a 

delay between the HPR before the LPR is presented. 

This procedure was successful at maintaining levels of 

compliance to LPR for both participants. 

Stimulus fading was incorporated with a young man 

who displayed challenging behaviours when prompted 

to travel to and from a community based home 

(Guercio & Cormier, 2015). The stimulus fading proce-

dure involved the people who travelled with him in the 

van. In stage one a family member, the first author, the 

house manager and one member of staff travelled. 

Gradually familiar adults (family member, author and 
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Welcome to the December edition. In this edition I 

have reviewed stimulus fading. I also had the oppor-

tunity to speak with Risca Solomon who is an incredible 

Behaviour Analyst offering services through her compa-

ny, Skybound. You can also learn about the amazing 

career of Jose Martinez-Diaz. There are descriptions of 

different measurements in the terminology section, a 

useful study tip and some essential toileting products 

to check out too! Have a great month and I wish all my 

readers a wonderful Christmas holiday! 

Kirsty Angel M.Sc. BCBA (Author)  
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT TEACHING (NET) IDEA 

A great NET I like to do with my clients involve making 

scenes. You can find a scene from google images that 

relates to an interest, for instance, Peppa pigs house, 

train tracks, or a jungle. The scene shouldn't include 

any characters, as you will add these as the main part 

of your activity. If the scene is black and white, you 

could colour it in or paint it before you add  the charac-

ters. Print off pictures of animals, vehicles or people or 

characters from your clients favourite shows or toys. 

This activity then creates motivation for your client to 

request to cut out different characters by using the 

characters name, or scissors (if they can cut out them-

selves) and glue to stick them on the scene (mand 1M-

10M). Incorporating receptive and tact of the charac-

ters will be a great way to generalise these skills in a 

motivating activity (LR* 5M, 10M. Tact 1M-6M). This is 

a good way to incorporate other targets too, for in-

stance if teaching labels of common objects, or furni-

ture, you could include these in the scene or cut them 

out to stick on with other motivating pictures. You 

could also incorporate a intraverbal targets, for in-

stance “Peppa has ice cream, ice cream is something 

you… ?” [eat], or “There’s a bird in the sky. A bird has 

…?” [wings] (IV† 6M, 8M-10M) 

Preceding skills reference to the VB-MAPP Assessment tool: 

 Sundberg, M. L. (2008) Verbal Behavior Milestones Assessment and 

Placement Program: The VB-MAPP. Concord, CA: AVB Press.  

*LR: Listener Responding. IV†: Intraverbal 

PEOPLE WHO INSPIRE US 

Jose Martinez-Diaz is a fantastic Behaviour Analyst who 

has been in the field for over 30 years. He started his 

career at West Virginia University, where he studied in 

the 70s and 80s. He joined Florida Institute of Technol-

ogy in 1998, and is now an associate dean and profes-

sor in the college of Psychology and Liberal Arts. He 

founded the School of Behaviour Analysis there and is 

the head of the department there. Martinez-Diaz has 

also held positions with the Behaviour Analyst Certifica-

tion Board (BACB) and the Florida Association of Behav-

iour Analysis. He is also the CEO of ABA Technologies. In 

2005 he received the Charles H. Cox Award for Out-

standing Service and Advancement of Behaviour Analy-

sis, which is an amazing recognition. If you want to 

learn more about Jose Martinez-Diaz and ABA Technol-

ogies then check out the website. 

house manager) were systematically faded until the 

participant travelled with house staff only.  

Compliance with food refusal is another area Stimulus 

Fading has been incorporated (Freeman & Piazza, 

1998). In addition to extinction and prompting to eat, 

the portions were slowly increased by 5% through the 

study when the participant was successful. The authors 

suggested that “one advantage of the fading procedure 

is that it may have increased the probability that Rene 

contact reinforcement (termination of the meal) more 

quickly” as she was only required to eat a small amount 

in the beginning.  

Stimulus fading is an important aspect of many pro-

grammes and is essential to consider. Including stimu-

lus fading ensures that prompts and procedures can be 

adequately faded out so generalisation occurs and the 

learner engages in the target behaviour naturally. 

Breaking down the prompts or procedures into smaller 

steps or stages and fading these gradually, will ensure 

that the target behaviour occurs at a stabilised level. A 

Behaviour Analyst can guide you in incorporating stim-

ulus fading in any behavioural procedures.   

Cooper, J. O., Heron, T. E., & Heward, W. L. (2007). Ap-

plied Behavior Analysis (2nd ed.) New Jersey: Pearson 

Education, Inc.  

Ducharme, J. M., & Worling, D. E. (1994). Behavioral Mo-

mentum and stimulus fading in the acquisition and 

maintenance of child compliance in the home. Journal of 

Applied Behavior Analysis, 27, 639-647. 

Freeman, K. A. & Piazza, C. C. (1998) Combining stimulus 

fading reinforcement and extinction to treat food refusal. 

Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 31, 691-694. 

Guercio, J. M. & Cormier, R. J. (2015). Blending Stimulus 

Fading procedures with Forward Chaining to address 

treatment resistance in an adult with an Autism Spec-

trum Disorder, Behaviour Analysis in Practice, 8, 215-218. 

Schlichenmeyer, K. J., Dube, W. V., and Vargas-Irwin, M. 

(2015). Stimulus Fading and response elaboration in 

differential reinforcement for Alternative behaviour.  Be-

haviour Intervention, 30(1), 51-64. 
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Interview 
                  Risca Solomon  

I am happy to announce this month I am joined by Risca 

Solomon from Skybound. She has over 15 years experi-

ence in the field. She works has worked in a variety of 

settings, presented at workshops internationally and 

leads a multidisciplinary team at her company. Firstly, 

Risca, please tell us a little bit about yourself and how 

you became interested in ABA? 

I began working in an adult home for individuals with 

learning disabilities and challenging behaviour. A col-

league said ‘You’d be great at what my daughter does, go 

for an interview’ and that was it, I became an ABA thera-

pist for a family with a young child with Autism! They had 

Vince Carbone as their consultant so I learned a lot. My 

parents were respite carers for children with disabilities 

and at the same time, a 4 year old child with autism, Dan, 

happened to come for respite and ended up staying with 

us permanently. From my practise as an ABA therapist, I 

knew he needed ABA to reduce his challenging behav-

iours by teaching him appropriate skills and so we set 

about fighting to get ABA for him. He is now 21 and my 

mum and I are legal Deputies for him and he continues to 

benefit from ABA/PBS intervention.  

What modest beginnings! And now you have your own 

company offering ABA services in Wales. Please tell us a 

bit more about Skybound. 

Skybound currently consist of 5 BCBAs, 2 BCABAs, Behav-

iour Technicians, Speech and Language Therapists, Social 

Skills Specialist and an Occupational Therapist. We have a 

purpose-built Centre here in Pembrokeshire, Wales where 

local people attend but mostly people come for our 5 day 

Intensive Courses from all over Wales, England, Scotland, 

Ireland and Europe.  We now also have a clinic in Cardiff 

which is very exciting! Our team are based throughout 

South Wales and also the North of England, but most of 

us travel all over the place! We work with infants and tod-

dlers right the way through to older adults. We work with 

individuals with many different disabilities including trau-

matic brain injury, autism, developmental disabilities, 

NF1, cerebral palsy and Down Syndrome.  

Learning to run a business has been tough! There are tax 

laws and regulations, employment laws, pensions, health 

and safety regulations, learning to apply Organisational 

Behaviour Management and the list goes on; there is a 

small behind the scenes team who support our clinical 

team, including an Accounts & Payroll Manager and we 

have recently taken on a Business Manager. These guys 

are essential! They enable our clinical team and myself to 

focus on our clients.  

We have been lucky to have been given support by the 

Welsh Assembly Government through their Accelerated 

Growth Programme to access free business support. So 

far this has included assistance in developing a business 

plan, developing a business structure, vision, goals, values 

and a thorough IT review and recommendations.  

This sounds amazing, sounds like you have an amazing 

team around you and you have built something great. Is 

it easy for families to access ABA support in Wales? 

ABA services vary in Wales according to your Local Au-

thority, much the same as it is in England. We are still on 

Statements of Special Educational Needs but this is set to 

change to our own legislation in 2020.  

We have some local authorities who now contact us for 

advice and training which is amazing! We have a number 

of contracts directly with local authorities, not only for 

particular individuals but we also provide consultancy for 

some autism units and special schools in Wales and Eng-

land. This is a particularly exciting area of development; 

to see schools taking on ABA, putting their staff through 

the Masters in ABA and to see the difference this makes 

to the children is astounding!  

Some local authorities in Wales will provide funding for 

ABA without much fight at all but only to the value of the 

school placement the child would have received, other 

local authorities in Wales would rather see a child placed 

hours from home in a residential setting than fund an 

ABA programme.  

Overall, I would say the situation here is very similar to 

that in England; a complete postcode lottery!  

That’s very interesting and amazing that you’re avle to 

support so many families in Wales. So, who would you 

say has inspired you in your career? 

Who has inspired my career? Where do I start? There are 

so many! The main people who have inspired my career 

are actually the people that have told me that Dan could-

n’t learn to do something! The bike shop owner who told 

me Dan was too clumsy to learn to ride a two wheeler; 

the continence nurse who said I should accept that Dan 

was too severe to be toilet trained; the speech therapist 

who told me he was in a world of his own and would nev-

er speak; the dentist who said he’d always have to go 
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Next month we’re looking at Dissemination and Social 

Media, so be sure to subscribe so you receive the next 

exciting edition.  

Please contact me via email with feedback or to sub-

scribe (simply include ‘SUBSCRIBE’ in the subject or 

message) to busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com and please 

check out the Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest Page, 

and website.  

STUDY TIPS 

Check out the Behavior University for great study re-

sources and online webinars. Prices of the various re-

sources cost between $8-39 (£6.25 -£31 approximate-

ly). Happy Studying!  

TERMINOLOGY 

This month we will look at different measurements. 

Duration: This is the length of time from the onset of 

the target behaviour until it ceases. 

Latency: This is the length of time from the Discrimina-

tive Stimulus and the onset of the behaviour. 

Count: This is the number of total instance of a target 

behaviour 

Frequency: This is the count divided by the observation 

time and is presented by a mean number per minute or 

hour.  

Percentage: This is the number of target responses di-

vided by the total number of responses, this may be 

correct, or independent responses divided by total 

number or responses, and then presented as a percent. 

Intervals: An observation period is broken down into 

smaller time intervals (e.g., 15 seconds) and then the 

observer records if the target behaviour occurs within 

(partial interval) or throughout (whole interval) the in-

terval. 

PRODUCTS 

This wish list contains items that will assist you in potty 

training. In addition, buy “big boy/girl” pants with fa-

vourite characters on as this will motivate them to not 

have accidents!  A behaviour Analyst can help develop 

a toileting programme for your learner.  

under a general anaesthetic for any dental treatment; the 

doctor who said he’d always need sedating to take blood. 

Those people inspired me to find ways to teach these 

things, through gentle, systematic, reinforcement based 

procedures! These people have had the most impact on 

my career because they taught me to leave no stone un-

turned, to trawl through the research, to scour the inter-

net to find the leading professionals in the field, to attend 

as many conferences to learn as much as possible, be-

cause these children and adults can learn if we find the 

right techniques! So to all those people who told me he 

would never do something, thank you for making me find 

the ways to teach him to do all of the above.   

That is very inspiring. Do you have any advice for par-

ents who are struggling to access ABA services? 

Collect evidence and present your case reasonably wher-

ever possible, you may have to fight and fight some 

more, but make sure you get sound advice and fight in 

the right way. You have to become knowledgeable with 

regard to your child’s rights.  I have had to fight to get 

Dan’s Educational ABA programme when he was a child 

and then had to fight to get his adult package. It has been 

hard, very hard at times. Transition to adult services was 

so tough, it nearly broke me, like it does to so many fami-

lies.  

Through families fighting to change things, to show peo-

ple what ABA actually is, I have seen schools and local 

authorities change so many children’s lives and yet it all 

started with one parent fighting for their child. Don’t give 

up, find a way to get what your child needs.  

Parents definitely have to fight hard, and also knowing it 

may be a catalyst for change is an additional reward. 

What are your hopes for ABA in the future? 

My hopes are that no one should have to fight for ABA, 

that no one has to go through the stresses we and so 

many other families have been through to get the ser-

vices their child needs. My hopes are that ABA can be 

delivered effectively in early intervention centres, schools 

and adult services to give individuals with disabilities a 

good quality of life within their own community. I hope 

the full scope of ABA can be realised here in the UK; that 

it is a science and that it has far reaching applications 

within so many areas; OBM, Gerontology, Brain Injury, 

climate change, the list goes on and is very exciting!  

I agree and now this is a hope that many of my readers 

share too. Thank you so much to Risca for joining me, it 

has been a honour and a pleasure. If you want to learn 

more about Risca and her team at Skybound, check out 

their website or their facebook group.  
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